Method for generation of human hyperdiversified antibody fragment library.
The selection of antibody fragments from libraries using in vitro screening technologies has proven to be a very good alternative to the classical hybridoma technology, and has overcome the laborious process of antibody humanization. However, the complexity of the library is critical in the probability of being able to directly isolate a high affinity antibody specific to a target. We report a method to make hyperdiversified antibody fragment libraries, based on human immunoglobulin variable genes mimicking the somatic hypermutation process. This mutagenesis technology, MutaGen, was used for the first time on the entire variable domain (frameworks and CDRs) of large repertoires of human variable antibody domains. Our MutaGen process uses low-fidelity human polymerases, known as mutases, suggested to be involved in the somatic hypermutation process of immunoglobulin genes. Depending on the mutases used, we generated complementary mutation patterns with randomly distributed mutations. The libraries were generated with an average of 1.8 mutations per 100 amino acids. The hyperdiversified antibody fragment libraries constructed with our process should enable the selection of antibody fragments specific to virtually any target.